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Abstract: The structural behavior of a slender aero spike member on a flat faced
cylinder model under supersonic unsteady flow conditions has been studied using
Fluid-Structure interaction (FSI) simulations. The aero spike configuration has been
selected by carrying out axisymmetric CFD simulations at select Mach (M) to have
maximum flow unsteadiness. 2-way FSI simulation has been carried out using Ansys
software considering aluminium alloy for aero spike structure. The structural response
of the aero spike has been studied at M 3.0 and  = 0, 5 and 10.
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Introduction

The use of aeropike has been known for its drag reduction characteristics for highly blunt
bodies. Works on aerospike has been dated back from 1952 and few flight vehicles have already been
used them for its advantages [1]. However, the unsteady phenomena associated with these aerospike
may trigger the structural vibrations over these slender members, sometimes leading to structural
failure. Numerical study has been carried out to predict the transient pressure and force signatures
over the flat cylinder model. The effects of flow unsteadiness on the spiked aero configurations has
been studied to understand the structural characteristics of the airframe due to associated heavy
pulsation/oscillation of shock waves.
In this paper, transient axisymmetric CFD simulations have been carried out at M 2, 3 and 4 and
 0 for two aero spike shapes and two slenderness ratios. The Fluid structural interaction simulation
using Ansys Mechanical and Ansys Fluent has been carried out in this study at M 3.0 and  0, 5
and 10for the aero spike configuration having the maximum flow unsteadiness.
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Literature Review

The works on aero spike have started since 1952 by Mair.W [1] in which he has studied the
interaction between fore body shock and the boundary layer over the spike thereby reducing drag.
Frequency of spike oscillations has been observed to be 6 kHz. D J Maull [2] in 1960 has
experimentally studied the spike oscillation using a sewing needle on five nose shapes at M 6.8. He
has identified that flow oscillations have been very prominent for 0.25 Ls/D  2.5. G Jagadeesh et al
[3] in 2003 has reported that over a blunt 120 apex angle cone model, shock oscillations are less
violent for blunt spikes as compared to sharp spikes at M 5.75. In 2004 Daniel Feszty et al ([5] and
[6]) have brought the clear definition of pulsation and oscillation modes of shock wave unsteadiness
over flat cylinder models.
1
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V
Validation
n of CFD Results

The CFD softw
ware (Ansys Fluent) hass been valid
dated for itts transient predictions of flow
with aero sp
pike. The exp
perimental reesults from reference
r
unsteadiiness for flatt faced cylinder models w
[5] and [6] for a flatt faced cylind
der model w
with sharp con
nical aero sp
pike, (Ls/D=11) as shown in
i Fig.1.,
oftware at M 2.21 for pu
ulsation mod
de of shock w
wave. The model
m
for
has beenn used to vaalidate the so
oscillatinng shock waaves has high
hly slender sppike (Ls/D=2
2) (as shown
n in Figure 2)) and has been tested
at M 6.00.

Figure 2.
2 Model for osscillation

Figure 1 Model for pu
ulsation

Thee transient nuumerical sim
mulation has been carried
d out for flat cylinder moodel with shaarp spike
configurrations to vallidate the com
mmercial CF
FD software,, Ansys Fluent. Both pulssation and osscillation
phenomena have beeen simulated
d using k -  (SST) modeel with a second order tim
me accurate solver at
time inteerval of 5mss for 2 secon
nd duration. The results were compaared with tho
hose from [5]] and [6]
respectivvely. The veelocity vecto
or plots in Fiigure 3 show
ws the pulsattion pattern oof shock waaves over
the aerospike regionn at M 2.21 at
a different tiime sequences (1-12). Similarly
S
the time sequen
nced subfigures ((1-12) of vellocity vectorrs in Figure 4 explains th
he oscillation
n pattern of sshock wave over flat
cylinderr model at M 6.0.

Figure 4. Oscillatioon, M 6.0,  0

Figure 3. Pu
ulsation, M 2.2
21,  0

m
at a lo
ocation d/2 ((ref. Fig.1) has
h been
Thee static presssure on the front facingg face of model
compareed with the experimenta
e
l results of [5] and [6] for pulsation
n and oscillaation flows and
a have
been shoown in Figurre 5 and Figu
ure 6 respecttively. The non-dimensio
n
onal experim
mental pressurre values
reportedd in the lliterature has been
b
scaled aappropriately
y and found
d to comparee very well with the
numericcal data. Thuus it can be derived
d
that th
the CFD codee can be beliieved for unssteady axisym
mmeteric
flow anaalysis over aeerospiked co
onfigurationss atleast in th
he time scale.
2
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Figure 6. Pressure historyy - oscillation, M 2.21

Fiigure 5. Pressu
ure history - pu
ulsation, M 2.2 1
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1.1

A
Axisymmeetric Tran
nsient CF
FD Analy
ysis

A flat faced cyylinder modeel with sharpp and flat diisc tipped aerospikes of L s/D=0.75 (3
37.5mm)
w), have beeen considered
d for the pressent study.
and 1.5 (75mm) ( as shown below

Figure 7. Flat cyliinder model with
w flat disc spike

nsient analyysis has been
n carried ou
ut for these configuratio
ons using
Axisyymmetric nuumerical tran
Ansys F
Fluent softw
ware. Best practices fo
for CFD sim
mulations have
h
been ffollowed, viz.,
v
grid
independdance study, parameter selection, coonvergence studies, etc. The pressuure farfield boundary
b
conditioons have beeen set for M 2.0, 3.0 aand 4.0 with
h operating pressures off 3, 5.5 and
d 6.5 bar
respectivvely at a totaal temperaturre of 300K aand  0. Density
D
based
d solver withh k- SST tu
urbulence
model hhas been usedd to capture the complexx flow field near the spike-face regioon. The steady state
solution has been solved for all the
t cases andd initialised for
f the transieent simulatioon with a tim
me step of
10s andd 50 iterationns for every time step. T
The results off all these sim
mulations aree discussed below.
b
a. Sharpp spike – 0.775d: As show
wn in Fig.8. tthe static preessure probed at a distanc
nce d/2 locatiion along
the timee history hass shown high
h pulsations at all three M. The freequency of ppulsations haave been
noted too be around 1.3 to 1.4 kH
Hz for this cconfiguration
n and the preessure contoour plot for nine
n
time
sequences with time interval of 16s
1
has beeen shown in Fig.9.
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Figurre 9. Pressure contours
c
– Shaarp spike (0.75
5D), M 3.0

Figure 8. Sh
harp spike, 0.7
75 l/d
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b. Sharpp spike – 1.55d: When thee spike lengthh has been in
ncreased from
m 0.75d to 11.5d, the unstteadiness
seemed to have diedd down at M 2.0 but at M 3.0 and M 4.0 there were
w visible ooscillations observed
uency range hhave been fo
ound to be beetween 0.9 too 1.2kHz forr these M
near the spike regionn. The frequ
d location ffor M 2.0 as seen in Fig.1
10.
and veryy low pressurre jumps at d/2

Figure 100. Sharp spike, 1.5 l/d

p than the
c.Flaat disc spike – 0.75d: The flat disc sppike has a veery strong dettached shockk at spike tip
sharpp spike case. It can be seeen from Fig .11 that the pulsating
p
preessure valuess have been dominant
d
at d/22 location at
a M 2 and almost steaddy at M 3 and
a M 4 casses. The freequency spectrum of
unsteeadiness at M 2.0 has beeen observedd close to 2 kHz and tho
ough the presssure jumps are very
low ((~2%) and daamping out, the frequenccy of pulsatio
ons have been found to b e around 2.7
7 kHz.
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Figure 11 . Flat disc spik
ke, 0.75 l/d

T flow forr this config
guration has been very ssteady with very
v
low
d. Fllat disc spikke – 1.5d: The
presssure jumps (22% at M 3.0)) which evenntually damp
p out as seen in Fig.12.

Figure 122. Flat disc spik
ke, 1.5 l/d

m the above results
r
it is inferred
i
that the shape and
a the slend
derness ratio of the aero spike tip
From
plays viital role in thhe amplitudee and frequeency of the unsteady flo
ow field. Shaarp spike wiith 0.75d
slender hhas been obsserved to hav
ve the highesst unsteadiness and hencee selected forr FSI simulattions.
4
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Flluid Structure Intteraction Simulatiion

Thhe flat faced cylinder witth 0.75D slennder sharp aerospike
a
hass been modeeled and messhed with
very fine grid near the
t spike – flat
f face regioon to capture the unstead
dy flow fieldd at M 3.0. Transient
T
upled in 2-way mode wiith Systems coupling
Stucturaal and Fluid Flow modell solvers aree tigthly cou
module on the Anssys Workben
nch platform
m. The aerro spike model has beeen meshed in
i Ansys
Mechanical with its root end fix
xed and the eexternal surfface of the aeero spike hass been defined as the
s
Thee elements of this aero spike surrface has bbeen mapped
d to the
systems coupling surface.
ys Fluent for the transfer of displacem
ment and forcces between both the
correspoonding elemeents in Ansy
solvers dduring the Systems
S
Cou
upling iteratioons. The FS
SI simultaion
ns have beenn carried outt at three
angles oof attack, vizz., 0, 5 and
d 10 in M 3 .0 flow field
d with stagnaation pressurre and tempeerature of
5.5 bar aand 300K resspectively.
Thhe aerospike structure haas been moddeled as alum
minium alloy
y for the struuctural analy
ysis. The
FSI simuulation has been
b
run forr 300 micro second for  0 and 10 and 120 m
micro second for  5
with a tiime interval of 1 micro second to reccord 2-3 cyclles of von-M
Mises stress. T
The systems coupling
iterationns has been set
s to 10 forr the 100% tr
transfer of fo
orces and dissplacements across Stucttural and
Fluid soolvers. A typpical pressurre contour att M 3.0,  0 has been sh
hown in Figgure 13, whicch shows
the aeroo spike shockk wave interracting with the strongerr shock from
m the shouldder of cylind
der. This
may be the cause of
o initiation for
f the unsteeady shock pulsations
p
due to mass flux trap an
nd escape
cycles inn spike-face region.

Figure 113: Pressure coontour at M 3..0,  0

Figure 14: Deformatiion, stress conttour at M 3.0,  0

Figure 115: Deformatioon, stress conto
our at M 3.0,  5

Fig
gure 16: Deform
mation, stress contour at M 3.0,
3  10

F simulatio
ons have beeen run at M 3.0 and  0, 5 and 100 and the reesults are
Effect oof : The FSI
analyzedd here. The deformation
d
and the correesponding vo
on-Mises stress contourss have been presented
p
in Figures 14 to 16.
(i)  = 0 : With thee flow axis aligned
a
with the model lo
ongitudinal axis the shockk wave pulsaations are
purely aalong this axis only. From
m Figure 14,, 17 and 18, it can be seeen that the laateral deform
mation of
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the aero spike is of the
t order of 4 m and wiith a maximu
um bending stress of 3M
Mpa. The stress cycles
have a ffrequency off 12kHz and
d the deform
mation has 7.7kHz for a shock
s
pulsattions of 1.4k
kHz. The
order off deformationns and stresss are insignifficant to cau
use any strucctural damagge to aero sp
pike or to
cause innflamation off unsteady sh
hock wave puulsations.
(ii)  = 5 : The floow being inclined to moddel at 5 degreee still the deeformations aare of the same order
that of 0 degree. Thhis suggests that
t the shocck wave pulsations are alo
ong the moddel axis and not
n along
the flow
w axis. Howeever the amplitude of bennding stress on the aero spike
s
is loweer than 0 deg
gree case
by half bbut with highher frequency
y (27 kHz) aas shown in Figure15,
F
17 and 18.
(iii)  = 10 : At 10
1 degree incclination, thee spike deflecctions are red
duced drasticcally (25% of 0 and 5
degree ccases) but thhe bending stress
s
has maaximized com
mpared to other
o
cases. B
But still the order of
stress is insignificannt to cause an
ny structural failures. Th
he stress cycles has a freqquency of 11
1kHz and
the spikee oscillation frequency of 22kHz as sseen in Figurres 16, 17 and
d 18.

Figure 117: Absolute laateral tip deforrmation of spik
ke
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Figure 18: Ma
aximum stress history of spik
ke

n and Futture Worrk
Conclusion

From the abbove results and
a analysis,, it can be seeen that for aluminium
a
aeero spike in unsteady
supersonnic flow is structurally
s
safer
s
at thesee study cond
ditions. Eveen for a fatiggue failure the
t stress
amplituddes are far lower
l
than th
he thresholdd limits and hence can withstand
w
theese loads forr infinite
number of stress cyccles. Howev
ver, if the maagnitudes of stresses
s
increease beyond the thresholld fatigue
stress lim
mit at any otther M,  or pressure com
mbinations th
he aero spikee member woould fail afteer certain
cycles. More detaileed studies allong with exp
xperiments haave been plaanned in futuure to verify at which
conditioons the aero spike
s
structurral failure caan occur.
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